We study a quantum scalar eld in a de Sitter universe. The initial state of the system is of adiabatic order four, and not necessarily de Sitter invariant. We de ne an adiabatic number basis in which the energy-momentum tensor has a quasi-classical form in terms of the number of particles present. Numerical results are presented for a massive eld with = 1=6 (conformal coupling) and = 0 (minimal coupling).
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In this paper we want to justify the interest in studying the back-reaction of quantum elds in a classical gravitational background 1]. The purpose is to present the general time-dependent initial value problem for a FRW cosmology (which is suitable for implementation on a computer). The basic ingredients are: (1) an initial adiabatic state for the quantum eld; (2) an adiabatic number basis in which the energy-momentum tensor admits a quasi-classical interpretation in terms of the average number of particles present at a given time. The motivation is the studies of time-dependent problems in eld theories in at spacetime such as scalar QED and 
QUANTUM SCALAR FIELD IN DE SITTER
The metric for a de Sitter spacetime with closed spatial sections is 3] g tt = ?1; g ij = a 2 (t)h ij (x); a(t) = Z ?1 cosh(Zt) ; (1) with h ij (x) the metric of a 3-d sphere and a(t) the scale factor. The eld can be decomposed as
so that the mode functions f k (t) satisfy f k (t) + 2 k (t)f k (t) = 0 :
We want to look for solutions of semi-classical nature (WKB)
as they are useful for both: (1) the adiabatic regularization scheme 4], and (2) The vacuum polarization term is proportional to 1=2, and the particle contribution is described by the adiabatic bilinears.
We choose W k and V k such that the UV-divergences of T 4] 
PARTICLE PRODUCTION AND HORIZON CROSSING
Suppose we look at the evolution of the mode f k (t), with comoving momentum k and physical momentum k phy = k=a(t). De Sitter spacetime has a length scale given by H ?1 = a=_ a. It is reasonable to expect that particle production occurs at horizon crossing, that is k phy / H(t). The crossing time t k is the moment at which the mode f k (t) crosses the horizon. There are two crossing times for each mode f k (at t k ), due to the time-reversal invariance of de Sitter. The following three situations can arise:
1. t 0 < ?t k The mode enters the horizon at ?t k , then freezes inside the horizon, and exits at time t k , to reach its late time regime.
2. ?t k < t 0 < t k The mode is born inside the horizon, and it exits at time t k , to reach its late time regime.
3. t 0 > t k The mode is born outside the horizon, and will never get inside it.
CONCLUSIONS AND WORK IN PROGRESS
We have studied the time-dependent initial value problem for a quantum eld in a FRW cosmology. We have de ned an adiabatic particle number basis in which the UV-divergences of hT i are in the vacuum polarization term. hT i R admits a quasi-classical interpretation in terms of the number of particles present at a given time, and its rst time derivative. We have theoretical and numerical covariant conservation of hT i R . For a de Sitter universe, particle production takes place at horizon crossing, in agreement with the numerical simulations. The energy, pressure and trace are not red-shifted away due to the expansion of the universe. Back-reaction e ects can be important.
Work in progress includes applications to other FRW universes, the case of an interacting eld 4! 4 , back-reaction taking into account the dynamics of the scale factor a(t)], and applications to in ation and early density perturbations. 
